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The complex task were talking about is the prehospital management of chest 
pain, a condition we all recognize as time dependant and a common performance 
metric for most of our systems. 
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Lets discuss things we would all agree with: 
ACS patients must be approached aggressively if we are in fact going to 
recognize those that have time dependant conditions such as STEMI.  These 
patients require specific evaluation (ie ECG) and disposition to the right 
receiving center. 
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AHA ~ 8 studies 
Early prehospital EKG demonstrated a reduction in reperfusion dealy 
ranging from 15 to 65 minutes in patients treated with PCI 2 studies 
Comparison of all cause in hospital mortality of patients with STEMI and 
prehospital EKG vs NO prehospital EKG 
Reduction of in hospital mortality from 11-15% to 5-8% with prehospital 
EKG 
Not statistically significant but overall trend to reduction 

Evidence for improved outcome in patients with recognized STEMI diverted to 
primary PCI centers 
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EMS-to-balloon (E2B) 
In some locations, a prehospital 12 lead ECG may be transmitted to the 
emergency department with the use of aBluetooth capable cardiac monitor and 
cell phone. 
Although incorporating a prehospital 12 lead ECG into critical pathways for 
STEMI patients is listed as an optional strategy by the D2B Alliance, the fastest 
median door-to-balloon times have been achieved by hospitals with paramedics 
who perform 12 lead ECGs in the field.[18] EMS can play a key role in reducing 
the first-medical-contact-to-balloon time, sometimes referred to as EMS-to-
balloon (E2B) time,[19] by performing a 12 lead ECG in the field and using this 
information to triage the patient to the most appropriate medical facility.
[20][21][22][23] 
Depending on how the prehospital 12 lead ECG program is structured, the 12 
lead ECG can be transmitted to the receiving hospital for physician 
interpretation, interpreted on-site by appropriately trained paramedics, or 
interpreted on-site by paramedics with the help of computerized interpretive 
algorithms.[24] Some EMS systems utilize a combination of all three methods.
[19] Prior notification of an in-bound STEMI patient enables time saving 
decisions to be made prior to the patient's arrival. This may include a "cardiac 
alert" or "STEMI alert" that calls in off duty personnel in areas where the 
cardiac cath lab is not staffed 24 hours a day.[19] The 30-30-30 rule takes the goal 
of achieving a 90 minute door-to-balloon time and divides it into three equal 
time segments. Each STEMI care provider (EMS, the emergency department, 
and the cardiac cath lab) has 30 minutes to complete its assigned tasks and 
seamlessly "hand off" the STEMI patient to the next provider.[19] In some 
locations, the emergency department may be bypassed altogether.[25] 
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Image of an empty basket or plate:  here is the stack of literature showing the 
health care consequences of being a healthcare worker 

Comment on influenza, biological agents (anthrax, etc.) 
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Study Design - This study is a randomized control trial comparing time to task of 
certain critical endpoints in the pre-hospital setting by EMS personnel using the 
currently accepted EMS approach featuring the Orange County EMS chest pain 
algorithm vs. a pre-assigned team-oriented algorithm in simulation patients with 
chest pain. This study will feature EMT, Paramedic, and EMT/Paramedic student 
volunteers. 
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Slide represents the general concept of EMS responsibilities in patients with CP.  
The saying “Time is Tissue” is a core concept, therefore time-to-tasks of various 
events are pivotal.   
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AMI – Anterolateral.   
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